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._STRACT

The presence of small levels of low-frequency accelerations on the space shuttle orbiters
has degraded the "microgravity" environment for the science community. Growing concern
about this microgravity environment has generated interest in systems that can isolate
microgravity science experiments from vibrations. This interest has resulted primarily in
studies of isolation systems with active methods of compensation.

This paper presents the development of a magnetically suspended, six-degree-of-freedom
active vibration isolation prototype system capable of providing the needed compensation to
the orbital environment. A design for the magnetic actuators is described, and the control
law for the prototype system that gives a nonintrusive inertial isolation response to the
system is also described. Relative and inertial sensors are used to provide ap inertia!
reference for isolating the payload.

NO_IENCLATURE

A cross-sectional area of magnet poie

face

Ceq relative electromagnet damping coeffi-

cient, N-sec/m

F force exerted by electromagnet,

g acceleration, m/s 2

go acceleration due to gravity, m/s 2

h air gap between pole face and armature

i current in the coil

Kd derivative gain constant

Kdi inertial derivative gain constant

Ki integral gain constant

Kp proportional gain constant

INTRODUCTION

Kpi inertiai proportional gain cons:ant

keq magnetic circuit isolator stiffness.

N/m

m payload mass, kg

N number of ampere turns

s Laplace variable

t time, sec

u position of base

velocity of base

acceleration of base

x position of payload

velocity of payload

Po permeability of free space

Interest in vibration isolation for microgravity experiments has increased within the
microgravity science community as the flight program has progressed, and the small, but
significant, levels of residual acceleration on the space shuttles (STS) have become more
widely recognized and documented /1,2,3/. These background accelerations are due to several
sources characteristic of the orbiting carrier and the orbital environment. Very low
frequency (dc to 10 -3 Hz) accelerations due to drag, tidal effects, and gravity gradients
contribute sub-micro-g/g O levels of acceleration to the environment. STS thruster activity
can contribute 10 -4 to 10 -2 g/go accelerations with significant duration, but these can be
predicted and controlled. The most visible and troublesome contribution to most experiments
is the moderate frequency (10 -3 to 102 Hz) dynamic spectrum of accelerations with magnitudes

in the range of 10 -5 to 10 -2 g/gO. This dynamic background is due substantially to random
excitations from human activity on the orbiter. However, orbiter structure and flight

systems also contribute observable intermittent and resonant accelerations to the background
as the orbiter interacts with its dynamic mechanical and thermal environment /4/.



The evolution of the Space Station Freedom design has led to many discussions of the
potential limitations on long-term, low-gravity experimentation in th_s environment. It is
now obvious that most of the true microgravity experiments will require "protection' from

this random, milli-g environment if valid and reproducible results are to be ext_ected.
Because a large part of the transient disturbances have a frequency range from !0 -j Hz to
I Hz, it is extremely difficult to design a passive isolation system with a resonance
frequency at most t/ff times the lowest excitation frequency of interest, mainly the
subher tz range.

The serious limitation of passive isolators is the absence of materials which have useful
ranges of both low modulus (providing low frequency) and appropriate damping (to avoid large
amplitude oscillation). Two-stage passive isolators can decrease the frequency, but limited
damping leads to potentially unstable systems in the random excitation environment. A
passive isolation system would not suffice because extremely low stiffness is necessary co
isolate microgravity experiments with typical masses from small disturbance frequencies.
When there are direct disturbances on the payload, a low stiffness value is not desirabIe.
Therefore, there is a tradeoff, and an optimal design would need to compensate for both
direct disturbances, if present, and low-frequency base disturbances. Thus, active systems
offer significant advantages over passive systems in the orbital acceleration environment
because of their extremely small stiffnesses, which are needed to isolate against such
low-frequency base disturbances, and their ability to adapt to direct disturbances for the

optimal isolation of the payload, since the responses to these two excitations require
conflicting solutions.

OVERVIEW

An experiment payload allowed to "free float' inside the orbiter would have cptimai
isolation, limited only by the magnitude of direct disturbances. However, the very [ow
frequency accelerations due to drag, tidal effects, and gravity gradients would cause the
payload to eventually drift into its boundary constraints (unless the orbiter were flown
around the payload). It is apparent that some type of control would be necessary to keep
the experiment payload within prescribed boundaries.

t vibration isolation system capable of producing a predictable. ,e!l=charac'erized. arid
reproducible '_icrogravity' environment must, by necessity, De actively controiied. _n
active control system to provide such enviroeumental control _vilI be more complex than a
passive system: however, the stiffness and dm_ping ratios achievable for a passive syste_
are not adequate for the needs of many 'microgr_vity' e×pe_4men_s.-

The optimal isolation of a payload, limited only by the volume constraints t?_ical ot a_:
space-based payloads, will be produced by an inertialiv referenced isolation system. The
feedforward/feedback cIosed-loop control configuration developed for the inertia![y

referenced prototype system can provide the appropriate inertial control to isolate a
payload against the low-frequency disturbances that are encountered on the space shuttle
orbiters and will be encountered on Space Station Freedom.

An electromagnetic actuator is the best nonmechanicaI means for actively controlling the
payload, The force provided by such an actuator can be controlled with a feedback
controller, and it [s effective without contacting the payload, thus prohibiting any
vibratory short-circuits to the surrounding support. Relative position feedback is
necessary to stabilize an attractive actuator and to keep the payload within prescribed
boundaries. In the presence of an umbilical, a negative relative stiffness can be
introduced into the control law.

A noncontacting sensor is used to prevent external base disturbances from being transmitted
through a physical connection. A closed-loop controller referenced to relative information
would maintain the payload within its prescribed boundaries, and the ability of such a
controller to reject disturbances would depend on the equivalent stiffness and damping of
this relative-referenced system. The resulting physical response of such a system would
simply be that of a spring-mass-damper system with variable parameters.

For the controller to optimally isolate the payload, the inertial information of the payload
must be incorporated into the controller. 8y sensing the acceleration of the dynamic base,
it can determine this information. This feedforward approach, coupled with the relative
feedback discussed earlier, provides the necessary closed-loop system response to achieve a
controlled "microgravity" environment /2/.

The controller for such an isolation system must be capable of adiusting control parameter_
on the basis of the level and type of disturbance encountered. An analog controller would
be more desirable due to fast response time; however, it would not be capable of tuning

Control parameters for varying types of disturbances. The versatility of a digital
controller provides this "adaptive" control capability. The use of a digital controller
also allows the control system engineer the freedom to reconfigure the controller through



software,rather thanchanging discrete hardware elements - thus reducing development time.
When the prototype system progresses beyond the development stage, the controller
configuration will likely contain both analog and digital elements, resulting in a hybrid
controller. For such a system, a digital computer can monitor the system and send control
commands to an analog subsystem where controller gains can be digitally programmed.

The prototype system presented in this paper employs these elements to realize inertia[
vibration isolation. The following sections describe these elements in more detail.

Actuators

There are two types of electromagnetic actuators: a Lorentz force actuator and an
attractive electromagnetic actuator. The first has a linear current-to-force relationship
and the second has a nonlinear relationship between the coil current and the force, and an

inversely nonlinear relationship between the air gap between the pole face and armature and
the force. The attractive actuators were used in this six degree-of-freedom [DOF) prototype

system because the force-to-input power capability is much greater. In the laboratory, one
must offset the constant loading of a lg field, and attractive actuators provide the

additional force with a minimal increase in input power.

Because these actuators produce force in only one direction, a pair of actuators mus_ be
used in both the horizontal and vertical directions (at each point) to attain bidirect!ona[

actuation. The relationship for the force exerted by an attractive electromagnet is

taoAN" i_

h _

As can be seen by equation (1}, the force is related nonlinearly to the coil current and
inversely nonlinearly to the air gap. As more current is supplied to the actuator by the
controller, the attractive force increases, thus drawing the armature closer to the magnet.
This causes the air gap to decrease, which also draws the armature closer to the magnet.
This interaction illustrates the open-!oop instability of this actuator. The actuator
however, can be made stable by closing a control loop around the position of _he _rm_t:,v_
relative to the actuator to achieve a positive equtva!ent stiffness. This approach to

stabilizing such a system is described in many papers '5,fi,:.

By choosing the appropriate cross-sectional area of the actuator p_le face and [he m_ber of
ampere turns in the coil, the actuator can be designed to fit any volume and po_er
constraints associated with the payload design. The actuators designed for this prototype
system have two coils, wired in parallel, with approximately [500 turns each and a core
cross-sectional area of 6.45 cm2 (1 in.=}. With a current of 2 A and an air gap of 0._2 cm
(0.125 in.), these actuators can support a weight of approximately 667 N (130 Ib) each,
This high force capability will allow the platform to be controlied throughout the entire
trajectory flown by the NASA Lewis Learjet during microgravity flights, where forces can
reach 2 to 2.5g during pull-up maneuvers. Actuators for space flight payloads *i!! be
designed with much smaller forces and, thus, will be significantly smaller in size.

Sensors

Noncontacting relative position sensors are required to maintain the experiment payload
within its work volume. The position error detected by the sensor as the payload moves
within its volumetric boundaries is used by the controller to return the payload to its

nominal position relative to the base and to prevent collisions with the walls. These
sensors must be noncontacting to prevent any base disturbances from being transmitted to the

payload through the sensor itself.

The relative position sensors currently being used on this prototype system are eddy-current
probes. Their linear operating range is a function of the radius of the probe head. These
probes provide an operating range of approximately 1.27 cm (0.5 in.), Therefore. the
movement of the payload in the work volume is limited to approximately _0.635 cm (:0.25 in.I.
These sensors give an output signal of 7.87 V/cm (20 V/in.). This signal is conditioned to
provide a corresponding range of -tO to 10 V to the controller.

As mentioned earlier, an inertial sensor is required to optimally isolate the experimental

payload from the dynamic base environment. Inertial information about the dynamic base
environment coupled with the relative information would provide the necessary data for
inertial isolation. An accelerumeter mounted to the base of the system provides the

required inertial reference.

The accelerometers used in this prototype system provide an output signal of 1.33 mA/g,

where g E 9.81 m/s 2 (32.2 ft/s2). This signal is ac coupled to eliminate any dc offsets
(i.e., constant loading due to gravity) since the experiment can only be isolated from



time-varyingdisturhances. (Variations due to temperature fIuctuations are too slow to
significantly affect the output.) The signal is then amplified to provide an operating
range of -5 to 5 V, corresponding to -0.5 to 0.5g, to the controller.

Controller

The control algorithm for the prototype system was implemented on a desktop personal
computer. .in analog-to-digital (A/D) converter with 16 input channels vas used to read the
sensor signals. The A/D converter has 12-bit resolution and is configured for :IO-V
inputs. The output signals generated by the controller are sent to a digital-to-analog
(D/A) converter. The D/A converter has six output channels, also with 12-bit resolution.
Each channel is configured for :IO-V output. These outputs control the power supplies that
drive the electromagnetic actuators.

There are 12 input signals to the controller: _ relative position signals and
acceleration signal s . These signals are resolved into 5 components to determine the
inertial motion of the payload in all six DOF.

_ine output signals control the electromagnetic actuators. _ormaily. _ actuators at each
control point (12 in total) would be required to provide bidirectional force capability (Jn
the payload in all DOF; however, gravity is used as the _estoring force _n :he ".er'ica:
direction on the prototype system_

The controller is derived from the equation of notion of a one-DOF model for _he it:er:ia!

isolation system. In reference to Figure l, the equation of motion is as fol[o_s:

d2x f_n du_ du

m dta- _ Ceq_- _ - _) + Ceq _ _ keq(X - u) + keqU = 0 12l

The relative terms in equation (2) are measured _ith respect to the base of the system. The
relative velocity is determined by digitally differentiating the position signal in _he
computer, and the inertial terms are determined by digitally integrating the acceleration of
the base of the system. As one can see. by combining _he terms vith appropr!._e gains, the
payload can be inertially referenced.

The vertical and horizontal motion at each control point on _he protot,:'pe %'s_e:_ are
controlled independently. The t_e of controller used is a _ariation of a typica!
proportional + integral , derivative (PlB) controller. The relative pesi:ior_ of _ae
experiment payload is the feedback signal used :o maintain the payload in its _ork vol'Jme.
The acceleration of the base is the feedforward signal used in conjunction with the relative
position signal to inertially reference the payload. The following is the control law used _o
inertially isolate the payload. The control block diagr_ for one OOF is shown in Figure 2.

The control current is proportional to the displacement of the payload from the desired
position (i.e., stiffness), the velocity of the payload (i.e., damping), and the accumulated
error between the desired position and the actual position. The last term _il[ maintain the

payload in its work volume.

The gain constants are determined to give the best overall response of the system to its
base disturbances. By setting the gains appropriately, the controller can give the inertial
stiffness and damping response desired.

U (D[STURBANCE)
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FIG. I. ONE-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOMACTIVEISOLATIONSYSTEM. FIG.2. ONE-NGREE-OF-FREED_INERTIALCONTROLSYSTEM.
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FIG, 3. SIX DEGREE-OF-FREEDOM [NE_RIIAL ISOLATION SYSTEM LAYOUT,

Hardware

The prototype system described in this paper is designed for six-DOF vibrat!on iso!at!:_a
control. The inertially controlled platform is a hexagon actuated at three equally spaced
points from its center of gravity, Figure 3 shows the physical layout of the system _here
the hexagonal platform is shown internal to the actuator PO_ locations.

Two relative and inertial sensors are located at each control point giving the relative and

inertial parameters of the payload in the horizontal and vertical planes. Three attractive
electromagnets are located at each point so that the payload is actuated in two dimensions
per location. Thus, by combining the actuation of these points, we can control six DOF,

The prototype system hardware consists of an isolation platform and a base mount for the
electromagnetic actuators. The actuators are mounted on housings that extend over the
platform at each of the three control points - the platform functions as the armature to
complete the magnetic circuit. The controller operates on each point independently.

At present the system is configured for only three-DOF vertical translation, and rotations
about the horizontal axes are the controlled DOF. The translational motion in the

horizontal plane is constrained by a gimble located at the center of gravity of the
controlled platform. The rotation about the vertical axis is free to move. Full six-DOF

control will be completed as the necessary hardware becomes available.

RESULTS

The entire configuration is mounted on a pneumatically controlled optical isolation table.
The pneumatic valves on the table are adiusted to force the table to oscillate when
disturbed. This simulates a periodic base disturbance for testing purposes. The table

oscillates at a frequency of approximately 0.6 Hz.

In order to demonstrate the inertial isolation capabilities under these condit!ons, a

low-power laser is mounted to the isolation platform. The laser beam is reflected off a
mirror located approximately I00 ft from the test rig and displayed on a nearby wall. This
"moment arm" dramatically exaggerates the movement of the laser as it oscillates. Once the
isolation platform is lifted to offload gravity, the inertial isolation control can be
switched on and off at the computer's keyboard to demonstrate the system's isolation

capability.

When the inertial controller is switched off, the laser beam follows the movement of the
base as it oscillates. When switched on, the beam holds steady on the wall - since it is

inertially referenced. The unique aspect of this technology is the nonint_usive inertial

feedforward/feedback compensation.
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Preliminary measurements show that the three-DOF iso!ation system configurat:on ,:m_

attenuate this disturbance by about 63 percent. In providing an excitation for the

[nertially referenced platform, the periodic disturbance was a complicated six-DOE motion

where the prototype was configured for three-DOF control; thus, the energy asso(:iated _::h

the noncontrolled directions coupled into the platform through the g_mbal. Howexer, rae

power spectrum shown in Figure _ illustrates the systems ability in attenuating such

complicated low-frequency disturbance by inertially referencing the payload. Once the

remaining six-DOF hardware is completed, the coupling through the gimbal constraint will be

eliminated, and the payload acceleration will be limited solely by the _ol_e constraint of

the system in reducing transmitted disturbances.

CONCLL_ING RE,lARKS

in conclusion, it is apparent that act[;'e tso[atinn systems _!]i haxe to be used _n :he

dynamic envirorunent of manned orbiters if reproducib}e 'micrpgra_ity exnerimen:at:_R

results are to be expected. The descrip_hm for the design and control _Jf a noninrrusi'.e.
inertially isolated six-degree-of-freedom (DOF) system _as presente(i, and preii_nar-.

results were given of its effectiveness _n solving the 19w-frequency 'aicrogra_::?

isolation problem. These preliminary results were obtained to demonstrate the isolation

capability of inertially referencing a payload. Once the six-DOF system is fully

operational, the coupling effects due to the gimbal constraint will be eliminated. The use

of an air table or pendulous mass would have afforded one the luxury of eliminating the

energy coupling into the system; however, this would not have demonstrated the full

capability of such a system in response to a realistic multidimensional disturbance. The

completion of the remaining DOF is scheduled for test in the autumn of _990. and a fulIN

active system will be flown on low-gravity trajectory flights, for demonstratiGn, in 199!.
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